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A method for the calculation of the thermodynamic functions in the three-dimensional Ising
model near the phase transition is proposed. In the frame of a uniform approach, the critical
exponents and the critical amplitudes of the main characteristics of the model (i.e. free energy,
enthropy, specific heat, etc.) are obtained as functions of microscopic Hamiltonian parameters.
It is shown that the correct sign and temperature behaviour of the entropy are provided due to
the contribution of the long-wave spin moment modes. The short-wave ones are responsible for the
values of the critical exponents.
Investigations of thermodynamic and structural
functions near phase transitions have shown that there
exist characteristics which depend on the universality
class of the system only. First of all, this refers to the
critical exponents and the ratio of the critical ampli
tudes below and above the phase transition tempera
ture Tc, including confluent corrections [1-3]. How
ever, the main problem of phase transition theory, i.e.
the calculation of explicit expressions for the thermo
dynamic and correlation functions near the phase
transition as functions of temperature and macro
scopic parameters of the system is still unsolved. An
essential progress in the solution of this problem was
achieved by the collective variables (CV) method [4, 5]
for the calculation of the partition function of the 3 D
Ising model. Using this method, it was found that the
microscopic calculations of the explicit expressions for
the free energy, specific heat, and other characteristics
of the system near Tc can be performed by separating
the contributions of the short-wave and long-wave
fluctuations of the spin moment density.
In the present paper, expressions for the main ther
modynamic functions near Tc, including corrections
to scaling, are obtained and discussed in the frame of
the CV method. These expressions contain an univer
sal part and a part which depends on the microscopic
parameters of the system. The correct description of
the liquid-gas transition is necessary for the construc
tion of a comprehensive liquid state theory. The order
Reprint requests to Prof. I. R. Yukhnovskii, Institute for
Condensed Matter Physics, Akad. Sei. Ukr. SSR, 14/16
Dragomanov Str., 290005 Lviv, USSR.

parameter, which arises in the liquid phase, should be
introduced into the calculation of the thermodynamic
and distribution functions of the liquid. There are sev
eral stages in the description of the phase tranition,
and the main one can be reduced to the solution of the
Ising problem. Therefore, in the liquid-gas problem
the Ising model is of special importance. In this con
nection we suggest a complete solution of the Ising
model, which can be used for a comprehensive de
scription of the properties of equilibrium liquids. We
hope that the present paper may be considered as
complementary to some extent to the investigations of
liquids by Dr. Heinzinger and his co-workers.
1. Main Statements
Let us consider the simplest nontrivial model for a
phase transition, that is the 3D Ising model. The
Hamiltonian is
i. j
where <£(r0) is the potential of the interaction between
particles located at the sites i and j of a simple cubic
lattice with the lattice constant c, and <r,- is the operator
of the z-component of the spin belonging to the site i
and possessing the two eigenvalues +1. The interac
tion potential can be represented in the form
<P(ry) = A e x p (-ru/b)
with A being a constant and b standing for the dis
tance of the effective interaction.
The application of the CV method is connected with
the existence of the Fourier transform $ of 4>. In the
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present consideration we use the parabolic approxi
mation ${x) = 0(O)(1 - 2 b2x2\ where $(0) = 8nA{b/c)3.
The wavevector x varies in the range [0, B'], where
In the following consideration we take
into account that the general expression for the
Fourier transform takes small values in the range
x e (B\ B], where B —n/c is the boundary of the first
Brillouin semizone. In this range we put <P(x) = 0 [5].
The transition from spin variables to collective vari
ables gx is performed using the functional representa
tion for the operators of spin density vibration modes:

Here ß = (kT) 1 and J(g) is the transition Jacobian
from the spin variables to the CVs:

(1.1)

JT(Q) = 2N exp 2 n i £ v xgx+ Z D2n{co) (dco)N,
(1.3)
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The transition operator J{g —g) has the form
J{e~§) = <5(e0- Qo) I I ' [«$(&-&) <5(e*-£*)]•
X
The validity of (1.1) is easily verified when replacing
the ö functions by their integral representations:
J(Q —q) = § (dco)'v exp]27n'[a>0(g0—So)

where

\^QXJ

where the basic transition Jacobian of the g2m model
has the form

J
Qs* = \Qsx J { Q - m Q ) \

8

J(<?) = exp I
p> m

+ z ' < (iq:*- <?*)+< (qsx- r j] ,
*
(dcof = dw 0 n 'd a £ dco*.
X

The prime at the product sign means that the sub
scripts x take the values from the upper semicube of
the Brillouin zone, except \x\ [/] = 0.
(ds)V= d s o n ' d ^ d ^ .
X
N is the number of sites. For convenience the complex
variables gx = gx—igx are introduced, as well as the
conjugated ones cox= | (ofx+ iwx).
The partition function of the system Z = Spe~ßH
takes the following form in the CV space [5, 7]:
Z = je x p ß I ß$(x)QxQ-x]J(g)(dg)N.
V" x<B
1

(1.2)

In ch h

The choice of the g2m model implies a certain approx
imation of the integrand in (1.3) (gA model for m = 2,
g6 model for m = 3, etc.). The simplest nontrivial
model allowing to exceed the frame of the "classical"
description of the system near the phase transition is
the g4 model. The latter one is the subject of the
following considerations, where we put J(g) = J (°){g)The explicit expression for the partition function of
the model is obtained from (1.2) by performing the
integration over the variables cox in (1.3):
^ ^
Z = 2N2*(Ar~1) ea'°N' exp

— X d'(x)QHQ.
£ x<B'

aAQx1■••Qx4 ^X, +■•• +*4 (dg)N'.
--(N T 1 X
4!
x1....xa^b
Here
= (2n)- t ( _

J^ exp [(y')2/4] U(0, / ) ,

d'{x) = a'2- ß $ ( x ) ,

N '= N Sq

.= "1/2 7 ) -

U(y'),

(1.5)
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The functions U(y'), (p(y') are combinations of the
Weber parabolic cylinder function U (a, / ) [9]:
U(y') = U (\,y')/U (0,y'),

We use the following integral representation for the
parabolic cylinder function U(a, t) of the a-th order
with argument t [9]:
2
- r~ 30
t/(fl,f) = ------- r e 4 f x2ae x p { -tx 2- 4 * 4} dx.

<P(y') = 3 U2(y') + 2y' U( /) —2 ,
where

The argument t may be the main variable
/ = 2j/3 n*

xn = dn(Bn+1,B n)(3/a™)>

The coefficients a'2l are functions of the microscopic
parameters of the model. In the considered case they
depend on the ratio of the effective interaction radius b
and the lattice constant c. In the case b = c we have
a'0- -0.9217, fl'2=0.9889, a\ = 0.0211.
The calculation of (1.4) is performed by using the
layer integration technique described in [5] and [6].
For this purpose, the phase space is divided into layers
which involve qx with certain values of the wave vec
tor. In every layer of CVs (corresponding to the wave
ß
vector region (Bn+1,B n),
+1= — , s> l),
is
s
replaced by its mean value. In the result of n consecu
tive integrations performed for relatively great wave
vectors, the partition function is represented in the
form of the product of the partial partition functions
up to Qn and the remaining integral:
Z = 2* Q0 Q l ... Qn j n r + .(Q) (d er-+>
1•

(1-6)

The measure density of the (n + l)-th block structure
itn+l(g) is of the form
^ + i(ö ) = exp

d„+ i(x) QXQ1£ x<Bn
i

— AT1
4! "+1 X|....XZ
4£B„

a{4 + 1) QXl...Q>

(1.7)
--+*4
tl H

Here dn+l (x) = a{Z+1)-ß $ {x ), Nn+1= N 's~ Mn+1), and
a(2i+11are the transformed a'2l coefficients after integra
tion over the (n+ l)-th layer of CVs. For Qn we have
3 \i
/ xJ „2
expl 4 +
1/(0,^-!).
<p(y«(1.8)
For n = 0:
Ql0,N'= eab Q(d),
Ö(d) = (27t)M—

where N' = N sö3
exp

(1.9)

with dn(Bn+l, Bn) corresponds to the mean value of
dn(x) over the segment (Bn+1, Bn), or the intermediate
variable
yn = s>U(xn)(3/(p(xn))>.

(1.10)

2. Free Energy in the Critical Region
The peculiarity of the microscopic calculation of the
explicit expression for the free energy of the system
near Tc consists in the separation of the contributions
from short-wave (CR) and long-wave (LGR) phases of
the spin moment density:
F = - k T N \ n 2 + Fct + E n .
Here the correlation length
(2.1)
where v and A are critical exponents and and a *are
critical amplitudes, is the characteristic length scale.
Because ^ contains an essential dependence on i =
(T —Tc)/Tc, the short-wave fluctuations region in
creases as temperature tends to Tc, and in the limit
t —►
0 the distances between the arbitrary particles in
the system become relatively small as compared with
the correlation length. The calculation of (2.1), espe
cially of the quantities and a(, is connected with the
investigation of the contributions of short- and long
wave fluctuations in the formation of the special kind
of symmetry arising in the critical region, that is, the
renormalization group (RG) symmetry. Therefore it is
necessary to perform a self-consistent calculation of
all quantities which characterize the system in the
critical region.
Further consideration refers to the temperature
region t< t* (t* < 10" 2). Numerical calculations have
shown that two main fluctuation processes appear in
* For T<TCthe LGR is replaced by inverse Gaussian
regime (IGR) [5],
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this temperature region, namely the critical regime
(CR) process and the limiting Gaussian region (LGR)
process*. The nature of these regimes can be followed
considering the change of the main variable xn (1.9),
with increase of n (see Figure 1). The region of the CR
process corresponds to the short-wave fluctuations,
which are described by a non-Gaussian measure den
sity. Here the renormalization group symmetry takes
place and, therefore, the renormalization group ap
proach can be applied. It is connected with the appli
cation of the fixed point method for the solution of
recursion relations (RR) arising at the layer integra
tion of the partition function. The RRs for the g4
model have the form [5, 6, 8]:
rn+ i = s 2 [(rn+ q) N(xn) - q ] ,
un+1 = s4~dunE(xn).

(2.2)

Here s denotes the RG parameter, d is the spatial
dimensionality of the problem, and the quantities xn,
yn are given by (1.9), (1.10). The quantities rn and unare
connected with the coefficients dn{Bn+l, ß„), a ^ of the
effective measure density of (1.7) type by the relations
dn(Bn+4, Bn) = s "■2"(rn+ q), a f = s " un.

(2.3)

The quantity q = q ß $ ( 0) determines the mean value
of $ in the n-th layer ß$(B n+1, Bn)^ß$(0) + s~2nq
[5, 10]. In the following results q = (\ + s~2)/2, which
corresponds to the arithmetical average of the square
of the wave vector x over the segment (s_1, 1). The
functions N(xn) and £f.x„) have the form
N(xn) = y» »(>'«)
x„ u(xn)

E(x„) = s6 <piy„)
<p(x„)

The recursion relations (2.2) possess the fixed point
(?•*, u*) as partial solution. Equations (2.2) are easily
extended to cases of more complicated measure den
sities than the quartic one [11, 12].
The expression for the short-wave part of the free
energy is calculated using the summation of the partial
free energies over the layers of the CV phase space:
f CR= ~ k T X In Qn.

(2.4)

The above expression corresponds to the contribution
of variable gx with x > B mr, where Bm = B 's~mz, to the
free energy of the system. The quantity mz determines
the number of the CV phase layer which corresponds
to the point of the system's exit from the CR (see
Figure 1). mr is determined by the condition
dmt+l(0) = 0.

(2.5)

CR
RG-symmetry
|
0

T<0

vru

Fig. 1. Evolution of the main variable xn (1.9) versus the
phase layer number n in the critical region (0, t*), where
t = (T —Tc)/Tc and t* ^ 10~2. The values n e (0, mx) charac
terize the critical regime arrising in the system for t < t* only.
In case n>mxthe system is described by the Gaussian mea
sure density.
The physical sense of this equality consists in the quan
tity dn(x) for n > mT+ 1 becoming positive for all wave
vectors. This makes it possible to use the Gaussian
measure density as the basic one for the calculations
to the free energy from the integrals over the variables
gx with x < Bm +1. Taking (2.3) and the solutions of the
RG equations [8, 13] into account, we find for mx
In i
mT= — :—— + m0- l + m AT .
(2.6)
In E x
Here E x is the greatest eigenvalue of the RG transfor
mation matrix linearized in the vicinity of the fixed
point, and the coefficients m0, mA depend on the
microscopic parameters of the Hamiltonian [14]. In
the case b = c and for s = s* (s* = 3.5862 for the g4
model (see [5. 8])) we obtain
E1=8.2551,

m0 ——0.2105, mA= - 0.4639.

The summation in (2.4) over mTCV phase space layers
according to the technique proposed in [5,14,15] yields
FCR= -fcrJV '[yi1+y1T+y2T2- y 1±0 |T|3v- y 1±1|T|3*+4],
(2.7)
where v = 0.605, zt = 0.463. The coefficients at integer
powers of r are the same for temperature lower and
higher than Tc, and in case b = c take the value
y'01 =0.3892,

-0.6793,

y2= -0.0939.

(2.8)

The quantities yf, correspond to temperatures above
and below Tc and are
y1+0= 1.0582, y ^ = 5.9604,
, = 3.9055. y " = -6.8812.

(2.9)
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The region of the LGR (for T > Tc) or IGR (for T < Tc)
corresponds to long-wave fluctuations. Here the renormalization group method can not be applied, and
the variables qmwith x < Bmr are described by the dis
tribution
Hg {q) = exp

1
" 21 x<ZB„

am^ ) = ß $ ( 0 ) g o\t\2m + g i\t\a)+ 2ß$(0)b2x2, (2.11)
where g0, gx are constants connected with microscopic
Hamiltonian parameters (these relations are given in
[14]). The contribution to the free energy from the long
wave fluctuations is represented in the form
FLGR= - k T N 'if * | t | 3v+ / 1± | t | 3v+j ] .

(2.12)

The "+" and "—'" signs in the above expression refer to
the cases T > T Cand T < T C, respectively. In case b = c:
the coefficients /,* are
/ 0+ = 2.5263, f + = 4.8960,
f 0~= 7.2791, / f = - 3.9803.

(2.13)

Taking (2.7) and (2.12) for the free energy of the threedimensional Ising model into account, we obtain
+

M 3v+ 731
(2.14)

Here y0—Toi

In 2 and the coefficients

75o=/o~-7i±o> 731 = / r

■yh

(2.15)

consist of contributions from short- and long-wave
fluctuations, the main contribution arising from vari
ables qx with small values of wave vectors as compared
with Bm . Each coefficient y3l can be represented in the
form of a product of the universal part and a non-universal factor:
730 —Cv 730'

p(0) _ F —R
R[0)2

= R T v b-cP o-R ^cpb
+

ß> _ F —F
R 11_ £ 2

a'2R[0)cpb
ßc$(0)
(ßc4>(0)Y

Q - 1. (2.18)

Here Ri} and El are the matrix elements and eigen
values of the RRs (2.2), linearized in the vicinity of the
fixed point, r* = —f oß<t>{0), u* = (p0(ßc$ m 2 (f0 =
0.5389, q>0 = 0.6889). The temperature dependence of
the free energy F/N for the case b —c is plotted in
Figure 2. In the same figure the dependence on z of the
leading contribution to the nonanalytical part of the
free energy, which is proportional to | t | 3v, is shown.
The proposed method for the calculation of the free
energy of the 3 D Ising model is valid for temperatures
both above and below the critical point. It is success
fully applied also for the description of phase transi
tions in other systems. In the papers [16, 17] the im
portant problem of the statistical physics concerning
the difference in the description of liquid and gas
states is being solved. For this purpose the statistical
problem of the liquid-gas phase transition is investi
gated in the vicinity of the critical point, and explicit
expressions for the coefficients determining the func
tional measure density defined over the CV set are
given. The application of the method described above
makes is possible to obtain the explicit expression for
the free energy and other thermodynamic functions
for the liquid-gas system at the critical point [17],

-vier"5

-i'-tc f. 4°

l

2•'to~'s vkt* t i

F/N

Cv —Clx//o>

731 = CÄCv 731 >

/?(U
1-)
E2—R u

(2.10)

q*

The quantity dmJx) depends on temperature as follows:

F = - k T N '[ 70 + 7 ^ + 72

R(0,=

(2.16)
fo

where 730 and 75^ do not depend on microscopic
parameters of the sytem and take the values
73+o= 0.6554, 7 ^ = 0.5758,
730= 1.5061, 73! =-1.5692.
For the clx coefficients we obtain
Cix = [1 - f o - R W<P2o - a'AR(0)(PÖ1/2(ßc w ) r 2]

(2.17)

Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of the free energy F/N (left
hand scale of ordinate axis) and the non-analytical contribu
tion to the free energy (cf. (2.14)) —kTs^ 730|t |3v (right
hand scale of ordinate axis) for s = s* and b —c. s0~ nl/2,
v= 0.605.
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Fig. 4. Full specific heat of the system vs. temperature and the
behaviour of different contributions. Curves are denoted in
the same way as in Figure 3.
Fig. 3. Entropy of the system in the critical region. Designa
tions are explained in the text.

3. Other Thermodynamic Functions
The obtained expression (2.14) for the free energy of
the system in the critical region provides the possibil
ity to calculate other thermodynamic functions. Tak
ing the derivative of the free energy with respect to
temperature, one obtains the entropy S= —6F/ST:
S = kN'[S0+ S l x + S$\z\1- x+ SZ\T\1-* -A]. (3.1)
Here a = 2 —3 v,

temperature. This could be explained by the RG sym
metry in the system near Tc. The contribution of the
entropy the LGR (T > T C) or IGR (T <TC) region is
dominating and leads to the decrease of the entropy
with decreasing temperature. If we were restricting
ourselves to the RG method for the calculation of the
entropy, then the obtained entropy of the system
would increase with decreasing temperature.
The specific heat near the second-order phase tran
sition point is represented in the form

So —yo+ 7 1• s i = - (yi + ^2)»
S3± = 3 v y^o,

S4=(3v + J ) y 3±1.

C = kN'[C0+ C^\x\~a+ Ca \t\a~x],
(3.2)

The universality of the
4 coefficients is determined
by the universality of the quantities y^. The depen
dence of the entropy for b = c is given in Fig. 3 (curve 1).
For comparison the contributions corresponding to
the CR region (curve 2), the LGR region (curve 3) and
the IGR region (curve 3') are displayed in the same
plot. It should be emphasized that the contribution to
the general expression for the entropy from the CR
region leads to an increase of entropy with decreasing

(3.3)

where
C0= 2 (y i+y2),
C3 = 3 v(3 v—1) 730,

(3.4)
C4 = (3 v+ J)(3 v+ J —1) y ^ .

Its temperature behaviour for b = c is given in Fig
ure 4. The designations are the same as for Figure 3.
The positiveness of the specific heat is provided by the
contributions from the long-range spin moment den
sity fluctuations.
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